:Flag of this document vessel and court of record;
:Plain English and counting;
:Year 2021; on the 39th day; of the 13th hour of daylight (8
Feb 2021); Start:

Ramola D;

Independent Investigative Science & Technology Journalist;
Writer, Poet, Artist, Educator, Activist;

Notice of Liability; Cease and Desist; Affidavit of Fact;
From:
:Ramola-grace,
c/o 154 Pine Street,
Quincy, Massachusetts;

To:
Thomas Koch, Mayor, City of Quincy,
Charles Baker, Governor, Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
William Frances Galvin, Secretary, Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Maura Healey, Attorney-General, Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
Joseph R Bonavolonta, Special Agent in Charge, FBI, Boston,
Lt; Col; Christopher Mason, Head, Commonwealth Fusion Center,
cc: Nils Melzer, Special Rapporteur for Torture, United Nations,
cc: Chuck Young, Public Affairs, Government Accountability Office,
cc: John Whitehead, The Rutherford Institute,
cc: JKirk Wiebe, Retd Senior Intelligence Analyst, NSA,
cc: Sacha Stone, Founder, International Tribunal for Natural Justice,
cc: David-Michael, Constitutional Marshall, Pennsylvania;

Dear Thomas Koch, Charles Baker, William Frances Galvin, Maura Healey,
Joseph Bonavolonta, Christopher Mason:
I am writing to you today to follow on my previous letters to some of you, and
my demand letter to former Attorney-General William Barr, all of which can
be found online at my web site, as a notification and a courtesy;
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Affidavit of Fact;
1. As you know—without cause, without reason, for No Reason
whatsoever--you (government locals in Quincy and Massachusetts in
general) have wrongfully watchlisted me and literally human-trafficked
me into multiple deadly US Air Force, DARPA, CIA, NSA and other
clandestine, non-consensual experimental projects involving
nanobiosensors, RFID implants, anti-personnel DEWs, and neurosurveillance starting in late 2013 and apparently continuing to the
present day;
2. As a consequence, for 8 years now, I have been subjected to incredibly
brutal electromagnetic weapon assault, covert implanting, continuous
radar tracking, and multiple weapon assault: including hyperscalar radar
weapons, quantum tunneling weapons, microwave pulse weapons,
milliwave active denial systems weapons, very loud 24/7 LRADs
(projected sound hits on radiator and walls of home), infrared heat pulse
weapons, plasma weapons, and nonStop noise harassment, community
monitoring, drones and helicopters and small planes constantly
overhead, remote neural monitoring, and neuro surveillance;
3. My neighborhood in Quincy has been activated against me, and has been
turned into a Stasi concentration camp, with parked and hovering
drones, helicopters, satellites, and vehicles constantly zooming up and
down the street and strangers using radar tracking on my person; In
addition, neighbors have been pushed into continuous tracking activities,
while mini fusion centers and MK ULTRA houses have opened up all
around the neighborhood, with neighbors' houses equipped with
antennas, microwave emitters, ELF-generators and SQUIDs, and fusion
center contractors occupying neighboring houses, employed in 24/7
tracking and attacking remotely night and day, subjecting me and my
family to remote EMF weapon attacks and sleep-deprivation attacks with
heat weapons and RF/ELF pulse weapons;
4. These assaults on my body and brain have intensified over the past six
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months, since I returned from a visit to my parents' in India in July 2020,
and have become barbaric, brutal, and vicious lately, with intense,
sadistic assault of radiation pulse weaponry on my private parts, my
head, my heart, my organs, my nerves, my eyes, my face, my back, my
arms; What I am being subjected to currently is nothing less than
continuous, brutal, technological torture; I am literally under
continuous, criminal assault and battery with high-grade military
microwave and acoustic weaponry; Were it not for my learned ability to
shield myself to some extent, I would not be alive today: I have been and
continue to be subjected to extreme cruelty and continuous
assassination efforts—from both right next door and from a greater
distance;
5. My attempts from late 2013 to find out what on earth was happening and
why have led to multiple FOIA requests, deep research, and publications
as an investigative science and technology journalist; I have uncovered
definitively that non-lethal weapons-testing is being run all over USA,
that DARPA and NIJ are working together on developing and testing
numerous “limited-effect technologies” including millimeter wave tech
and acoustic neuroweapons, and that police departments and fusion
centers are using anti-personnel directed-energy weapons including
through-wall millimeter-wave surveillance tech as “crowd control
devices” and “peace enforcement; ” I have learned about the use of
drones including rooftop drones, satellites, handheld satellites, and
triangulation for GPS tracking, WBANs, nanobiosensors and AI-run
supercomputing linking the Internet of Things, Internet of Bodies
(dystopian visions of techno dictators), and radio frequency weapons of
different kinds; I have learned the CIA and DARPA and various
Universities are running clandestine neuro modification projects using
neuroweapons which “Dr.”James Giordano has now made public, as
have Elon Musk and DARPA; I speak, write, and publish on these
technologies; I am working on a book currently to share the fruits of my
research in several fields, including in criminal justice;
6. Through it all, I have continued to write, research, and run interviews as a
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journalist and public educator and human rights activist; my work can be
seen online at The Everyday Concerned Citizen and elsewhere, and my
daily-and-nightly-radiation-inflamed and sleep-deprived face which does
not Stop my overriding resolute warmth and radiance of spirit can be
witnessed on all my podcasts at Ramola D Reports on Youtube, Bitchute,
Brighteon, BrandNewTube; “Delta programming” from insane CIA
sadists does not catch when someone is innately a peace-and-truthcentered being with a powefully positive outlook on life as I am;
7. In recent times, it appears my writing and exposure of these unlawful
experimentation and weapons-testing contracts in the USA have been so
successful as to warrant major character-assassination disruption
projects launched against me by the NSA, CIA and other agencies
through purported human rights activists appearing out of nowhere to
work closely with me—to expose these unlawful operations--while in
fact operating as agent-provocateurs, saboteurs, and smear-campaignrunners: these defamation and libel crimes of ex-CERN “Dr; ” Katherine
Horton and ex-NSA Karen Melton-Stewart are exposed on my website;
8. The defamation and libel crimes committed however by your
government employees and agencies are no less egregious; They are
after all what has Started this endless cycle of crimes on my body;
Without falsified records and character-assassination operations in my
neighborhood--based on thin air--which you have conducted, you would
never have been able to target and traffick me in this ridiculous fashion
or any way at all;
Really: Can you explain to me how an Art and Creative Writing teacher
and award-winning poet and fiction-writer and pacifist, non-violent
activist against cruelty to humans and animals and dedicated mother—
with a long-standing career in teaching college writing, no criminal
record, no connection to terrorism, no connection to espionage, no
connection to crime of any kind--working quietly at home on a novel,
children's books, poetry, and a literary quarterly, while running art,
Nature, science, and creative writing workshops for children could
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possibly become a legitimate subject of surveillance and investigation by
a Massachusetts Fusion Center conglomerate of Intelligence and Security
agencies supposedly engaged in Counter-Terrorism?
9. Please allow me to answer that for you: there are No grounds for any
kind of counter-terrorism surveillance or investigation on my person,
let alone 8-year-long 24/7 electronic surveillance and military and
Intelligence experimentation which involves the atrocities of forced RFID
implants, overt community surveillance, Neuro Surveillance, and the
constant assault with deadly, carcinogenic electromagnetic weaponry on
my person; Every single one of these assaults on my person is an
actionable crime of extreme proportions;

Enumerating the Crimes:

The crimes committed on me are enumerated as follows:

1. Criminal and fraudulent labeling/listing, defamation,
sabotage:
This involves the secretive, undisclosed yet plausible – and entirely
fraudulent – submission of my name (given my observed, witnessed,
recorded neighborhood and community actions) as a “possible terrorist
or spy,” “domestic extremist,” or “violent extremist,” or “Known or
Suspected Terrorist” necessitating “criminal investigation” under the
ludicrously extensive definitions of the Patriot Act, possibly using a
secret National Security Letter, possibly using a secret FISA court
warrant, possibly using falsified records, necessitating intensive
surveillance in my neighborhood and local community, the spreading of
lies, defamation, and slander about my person and character—including
as a prostitute, and including as a mentally ill person, as my neighbors
gave me to understand--and the complete sabotage and slandering of
my uptil-then wonderfully successful and joyful small home-business
running creativity workshops in art, science, and creative writing for
children; (Please visit my children's workshop website,
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“www.artcreatewrite.com” for more information on my workshops; )
This was/is the first crime in this series committed against me, and a
crime of mammoth proportion, because it has opened the door, via
criminal, unConstitutional laws and military directives, to further crimes:
unlawful surveillance, unlawful physical assault with radiation
weaponry, unlawful and non-consented “use” of my person in weaponstesting contracts clearly involving the USAF—as documented in my
several FOIA requests to the USAF, OHRP, and FAA at Muckrock; com-and unlawful “use” of my body and brain in putative neuro-technology,
“individual control,” and “behavior modification” contracts and covert
projects clearly involving the “covered agencies” of the CIA, DIA,
DARPA, NSA—or some variable thereof;
Please Note: This is a crime; Fraudulent and random “putting people
under surveillance” or “opening an investigation” on non-terrorists and
non-spies and non-extremists in hopes of Parallel Construction and then
proceeding to slander them wholesale with outright lies, defamation, and
libel to their neighborhood is Fraud and Crime both: it is tortious
interference with my work as a community workshop-leader and now as
a journalist;

2.Criminal, non-consensual directed-energy weapons-testing,
neuro-experimentation & torture:
As mentioned above, and as has been fairly demonstrated to me in my
neighborhood since November 2013—with the constant presence here
of drones, planes, helicopters, cars, SUVs, and strangers wielding DEWs,
currently occupying nearby houses, and zooming into my street
continuously in shifts—this involves the clear use and abuse of my body
(and yes, I have documented, recorded evidence of this abuse) as a nonconsensual human subject in nefarious weapons-testing and neuroexperimentation contracts being run by the USAF and the NSA/CIA/DIA,
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no doubt with other agencies assisting, and collaborating in the use of
radio frequency signals from satellites, cell towers, cell antennas, sensors
and antennas concealed in street lighting, parked cars, houses,
properties, and yards in my neighborhood; This rigging of properties and
cars in this neighborhood is readily evident—through EMF detection
meters—and has been observed and recorded in process (some of my
EMF-recording videos are on my Youtube “Ramola D” channel);
The intense pulsed radiation directed at my person through these means
and through the use of portable Directed-Energy Weapons or/and cell
phones employing lethal frequencies, being handled both by neighbors
and motorists on roadways, has spanned the gamut from millimeterwave weapons, pulsed radar, masers, lasers, to X-rays, ultrasonics,
remote conducted-energy devices and bone-conductance weapons, and
has also been used in conjunction with intensive aerosol (chem trail)
spraying, to induce instant illness; In terms of bodily assault: over the
span of the past eight years, and occurring on a continuous, 24/7 basis, I
have been pulse-hit on every organ on my body, every muscle, every joint,
every organ, with repeated attacks on my bladder, uterus, heart, head,
knees, and face; I have also been burned with apparent lasers which have
created cigarette-mark-style burns on my breast and stomach; I have also
been burned, possibly with millimeter-wave weapons, with seconddegree burns complete with blisters appearing on my body—on my left
breast, on my left-hand ring finger, and on my throat--on three separate
occasions since September 2017: photographs to be posted on my website
shortly; I have been assaulted multiple times with painful nanotechnology
attacks on my face, throat, left fore-arm, and upper back coupled with
intense radiation pulses sent to the sites of attack, causing inflammation
and lesions: I currently am still trying to treat these persistent assaults
with herbal naturopathy, my preferred healing methodology;

Heart Hits: Among other occasions, in June 2017, for six weeks, since

publishing evidence of crimes nationwide in articles on my website—
featuring in June the extrajudicial torture of “Dr.” Millicent Black and
“Omnisense”--I was consistently assaulted in my heart with brutal pulsed
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microwave weapons; in fact, hitting my heart with pulsed microwave or
ultrasonic weapons appears to have become a nonStop Black Ops
pastime: I have been hit this way continuously, awake and at night, for
nearly 7 years now; I wear permanent shielding at my heart to deflect
these obvious assassination attacks; Some of this heart-focused-remoteattack is reported in the article “Massive Heart-hits...” at my website
Some is reported in a Twitter thread with the hashtag #ForTheRecord,
Twitter id @EccEveryday; Some is reported in a recent Newsbreak
podcast I posted, Newsbreak 103, after the sudden death of health
activist Brandy Vaughan;

Burns And Stabbing Pains: As noted above, I have been hit on my

chest and back with millimeter wave or high-powered microwave
weapons which raised second-degree burns, complete with blisters, on
my skin (recorded in photographs); this assault has been punctuated
with precision energy weapons inducing stabbing pains on my skin and
nerves; In Fall 2017, the month-long millimeter wave assault (I suspect
from a parked drone above) on my ring-finger created major, recurring
blisters and whole-hand inflammation which necessitated a visit to
Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston where my wedding ring and
other rings were cut away from my finger by an orthopedic surgeon, at
great expense to myself;
This pulsed radiation is physically measurable, detectable as external, and
can be blocked, partially, also evidencing its external origination—these
are external electromagnetic signals: please see further information
below;
Please Note: The use of weapons on my body—however some elements
in government have tried to justify it wrongfully, under military weaponstesting contracts which the FBI and local government may imagine is
legal because I have wrongfully been “put under surveillance”—is
Calculated Criminal Assault and Battery, Human Trafficking, and
Torture: All these are Crimes Against Humanity;
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In other words, there is Nothing legal about what all of you together are
jointly and legally responsible for doing; Is 24/7 Assault and Battery by
the FBI legal? (If it is, then the FBI is a criminal organization and should
be shut down; ) Ditto for the NSA, CIA, DHS, DIA, DARPA;
These are absolutely barbaric crimes against humanity, and that's the
bottom line;
Americans are literally being tortured in their homes, including myself,
while you as government officials sit back and permit it; This grievously
reflects on your personal character, as government employees, and as
supposed guardians of Public Safety and Security: I am not being “kept
safe” by 24/7 Remote Assault and Battery, obviously, and nor is any other
American;
Nor is anyone else being “kept safe” by assaults on me, falsely marked as
a “putative terrorist, extremist, and mentally unstable”: this Quincy
street and neighborhood have become a rabid, noise-harassing and carspeeding Ghetto, as I have reported previously to Thomas Koch, Mayor
and Kevin Mulvey, School Superintendent (letters and reports on my
website): my daughter, a sophomore in high school, is at home online
currently (thanks to the COVID Psy Op) trying to study while chaos and
mayhem reigns on the street and sky, thanks to your brilliant ideas of
unlawful “surveillance; ”
The neighbors are also victims of Psychological Warfare being run on
them: Lies and slander fed to them with threats or co-opting bribes have
led to them engaging in 24/7 community “monitoring” in submissive
compliance to FBI lies and programs of assault on myself, their (oncewonderfully-warm-but-now-shocked-into-silence) neighbor (who has
taken care of their children, run art workshops for them, sent vanilla
cupcakes and hot soup over to them at various times), stunting their
psychological development and ability to function as productive
community members; they have all turned into compliant, Communist,
snitches, spies, surveillers, trackers, attackers, noise-harassers now,
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their children included: focused on targeting me with weapons, not
focused on community health, service, or care, nor on their own lives,
no longer free to live their own lives free of false-focus on me, the 8year-long falsely-marked-terrorist in their midst;
“Domestic terrorism” is most definitely being run here—run and
condoned by the FBI, DHS, City of Quincy, and Commonwealth of
Massachusetts governments;

3.Criminal, non-consensual RFID implantation, tracking, &
torture:
Additionally, by opening the door to “surveillance of every kind” on me,
each of you have permitted, condoned, authorized, and executed
violence on my body with non-consensual tracking and torture implants;
This involves covert RFID implants, whose presence has been confirmed
with an RFID detector – whether in relation to Tracking and Surveillance
or Weapons-Testing and Neuro-Experimentation – and the additional
abuse of my body through covert access, overt sharpshooting (in public,
on two occasions, as documented earlier), and obviously non-consensual
intrusion of multiple RFID microchip implants, Bio-MEMS (micro electromechanical devices), and nanotechnology sensors into my body, which
have permitted, on a continuous 24/7 basis, remote frequencies being
pumped into my body, remote microwave under-the-skin heating,
remote activation of implants, resultant pain signaling, and thereby
continuous accessing, traumatizing, and torture of my body;
Please note: In other words, by non-consensually and multiply implanting
my body, including endangering public safety through the operation of
violent, sharp-shooting devices in public places, the terrorizing
clandestine operatives here (USAF/ AFRL/ CIA/ DIA/ NSA/ DARPA/ USMC/
USARMY/ SPECIAL OPS) have non-consensually established a Wireless
Body Area Network of RFID implants in my body which have permitted
them to send Torture signals to my body: variously, on different
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occasions: frequent sub-dermal heating of back, neck, shoulders, head,
extreme migraines, pulsed incontinence, electro-shocking—both slight
shocks and violent shocks, burning of the spine at night as a means of
sleep-deprivation, extreme abdominal and kidney pain, extreme lung
constriction and pain, constant vibration from head to toe, vibration of
my spine, extreme pain at the site of implants, particularly a right
breast implant and a left shoulder implant, but also all other implants:
on the soles of my feet, on my upper arms, in my ears; Clearly this is
criminal;

4.Criminal clandestine RFID tracking, surveillance, stalking,
harassment:
Additionally, what the Quincy and Massachusetts governments have
done is unleashed wide community participation in torturing and
assaulting me—via nonStop activation and tracking of implants and
surveillance at the community level, of my person, across the USA and
abroad;
This involves the continuous and overt surveillance and RFID/GPS
tracking of my person throughout the community and Metro area, using
Infragard, Neighborhood Watch, Community Policing and other
initiatives to rope in neighbors, retail store clerks, and others, crowding
and obstructing in stores and on roadways, obstructive and hazardous
driving with much COINTELPRO action involving flashing, brighting,
obstructive parking, and the use of obviously trained Psy Ops in harassive
actions and words in neighborhoods, stores, malls, gyms, churches, and
elsewhere;
This extreme assault of radar weaponry has followed me across several
states of the US, in Europe, and in Asia on travels; In Quincy, Milton,
Boston, Braintree, Weymouth, and other Massachusetts towns, I have
been assaulted from generators, emitters, antennas carried in UPS vans,
FedEx vans, USPS mail vans, and vans and trucks belonging to National
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Grid, Amazon, Comcast, Xfinity, JUN Brothers Construction (neurohits),
various masonry/landscaping/construction and utility vans, FM Generator
vans, Capitol waste and recycling, Sunrise waste and recycling trucks,
fuel-oil trucks, Vietnam Vets and Big Brother trucks, and others;

5.Blacklisting and employment sabotage:
Further, the FBI, Infragard, and other fusion center operatives and
contractors have deliberately destroyed my budding small business and
means of employment;
This has involved the overt business sabotage of my after-school/summer
camp creativity workshops for children – by contacting the parents of
the children in my workshops, defaming and slandering my character to
these parents, and/or fraudulently claiming I am the legitimate subject of
a government “investigation” making me a dubious character to permit
association with, in tandem with aspersions on my morality and
character (a guest at a neighbor's pool party openly referred to me as a
“nightwalker” as in “They say she's a nightwalker,” and this neighbor,
David Mok, who was clearly recruited to access my computer and
observe my browsing and private work on my own computer suggested
audibly—through the speaker on my laptop-- “(he) may have found
something” when I researched the term and concept of “pedosadism”
as part of my work honoring and highlighting activism at my solutions
and investigative journalism media site, The Everyday Concerned Citizen)
-- and the covert sabotage of my teaching applications online to resume
my successful and highly-acclaimed career in teaching Creative Writing at
the University level;
My resume and publications can be seen online; My author website is
“www. ramolad. com”; my literary journal can be found at “www.
delphiquarterly.com”; my media site and current blog can be found at
“www. everydayconcerned. net”;
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Further, as a journalist and broadcaster I happen to be a quite public
person on the Web; everything I say I am can be corroborated online; Noone, and in particular, no federal “investigative” or “intelligence” agency
need go around spending millions of dollars and setting up secretive
investigations of me in the false name of “national security”; very clearly,
I am a highly accomplished, highly creative communicator and public
educator, highly dedicated community activist, who has been targeted
locally by a corrupt faction of criminals in Quincy, Massachusetts -precisely for my profile as creative and accomplished communicator
and educator? – for exploitative surveillance and experimentation in
itself illegal, unlawful, and criminal as well as barbaric and inhumane:
these are actionable crimes;

Reporting the Crimes:
In striving to report, complain, and research these crimes against my
being and character, I have written previously to some of you, including
to the Attorney-General of Massachusetts, the CIA, the FBI, DHS, the US
Secret Service; I have both written to and spoken at length to staff at the
offices of Senators Ed Markey and Elizabeth Warren; I have made
numerous FOIA requests to explore my situation to the CIA, FBI, FAA,
USAF, DOD; I have sought to learn more of these crimes of organized
EMF assault, electronic surveillance, and covert experimentation/
weapons-testing against Americans through emails and FOIA requests to
the CIA, DHS, USAF, OHRP, DHHS, Massachusetts Dept; of Public Health,
and others; I have also sought to work with others to investigate,
research, and report on similar EMF assaults and non-consensual neuroexperimentation in articles and interviews published online at various
news sites, including my own, The Everyday Concerned Citizen;
I have been stonewalled and Glomar-response'd, my FOIA requests have
been ignored (Mass; Dept; of Public Health, DIA), hands have been
wrung, obstructions and delays placed in my path;
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To specify:
The FAA, after a year of prevarication, during which they admitted that
“the Quincy City administration is aware” of the constant planes flying at
about 2000 feet over my house and yard, all day, every day, informed me
they could not give me any information about these flights, a
determination I appealed, and which is still sitting on appeal after 7
years;
The USAF, when requested to provide evidence of Informed Consent and
their Statement of Work in their 7-year 2013 DEBR (Directed Energy BioBehavioral Research) contract with General Dynamics for EMF weaponstesting, not merely provided me redacted and incomplete documents,
but withheld a large portion of what was requested as exempt from
FOIA, and sent in older documents from previous contracts;
The FBI told me they could not tell me if I was under investigation, and
claimed a FOIA exemption to say so;
The CIA rejected my request for Informed Consent on research they
were conducting within the USA with a Glomar response which could
“neither confirm and deny,” referencing exemptions, and stating they
could do anything they liked under “sources and methods of gathering
Intelligence,” later turning down my appeal (despite my pointing out
that in refusing to address the question of Informed Consent directly,
they were essentially stating they could not confirm receipt of Informed
Consent from the humans they were experimenting on within the USA
—a conclusion they did not and apparently were unable to dispute);
OHRP (The Office of Human Research Protections) with the Department
of Health and Human Services (DHHS), which purports to protect human
subjects at a Federal level, said they could not protect any human
subjects not under a DHHS contract or receiving DHHS funding; (I
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learned shortly afterward that Informed Consent, a sacrosanct
Nuremberg Treaty requirement, is no longer required in currently-lawless
America, where Americans, like unprotected Lab Rats, can apparently be
experimented on, non-consensually, by multiple agencies and
departments, including the Department of Defense, the Central
Intelligence Agency, and others, including Universities, all by putting
them randomly “under surveillance”-- a surefire means to permit
corruption, abuse, and human trafficking into lucrative Lab Rat nonconsensual experimentation projects, paid for with tax-payer funds via
Federal agency allocations – which is exactly what is going on; )
The Chief of Police at the Massachusetts Fusion Center told me he could
not divulge to me the list I had requested of non-lethal weapons being
used on the street in Massachusetts, as a matter of public safety—
although I was obviously asking (and pointed out that I was asking) as a
matter of public safety, so citizens are rightfully made fully aware of the
precise arsenal in the hands of local police;
The DHS told me they had no documentation of contracts or agreements
with neighbors in whose driveways externally-originating cars and SUVs
daily and nightly park as they a) zoom into our block in precise patterns,
b) park, and c) direct measurable microwave pulses into my residence
and onto my person; Further, the DHS, supposedly concerned about
“Homeland Security” evinced no interest in my reports of multiple,
continually-changing externally-originating cars and SUVs zooming—
literally pounding at high speed--into my neighborhood all day and all
night—in a specific pattern, revealing their organized, clandestinelydirected behavior; What is that if not evidence of complicity?
Most of the FOIA requests mentioned above may be seen at Muckrock;
com, under the name Ramola Dharmaraj; (My correspondence with
OHRP was via email; )
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International Treaties, Conventions, State Laws, Being
Contravened:
By the criminal use of these deadly radiation and acoustic technologies
on my person, and on all Americans being similarly assaulted, in deadly
programs involving non-Stop electronic assault, sleep-deprivation, and
implant activation, all of which add up to Torture, you are in flagrant
violation of all following International, National, and State laws, treaties,
and agreements as well as Common Law, Natural Law, Divine Law:
Nuremberg Treaty
Geneva Conventions
UN Declaration of Human Rights
Article 7 of the Rome Statute
International Human Rights Law
International Laws on Torture
Common Law
Natural Law
Divine Law
US Code:
18 U; S; Code § 1028A - Aggravated identity theft
18 USC § 113B – Terrorism
18 USC § 1117 – Conspiracy to murder
18 USC § 2261A – Stalking
18 USC § 2340A – Torture
USC § 2441 – Acts of war upon non-combatant civilians
28 CFR § 17; 22 (d) –Classification for purpose of covering up crimes
Sec; 1; 7; (Executive Order 13526) Classification to conceal violations of
law
“State of Massachusetts General Laws
Part IV CRIMES, PUNISHMENTS AND PROCEEDINGS IN CRIMINAL CASES
Title I CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS
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Chapter 265 CRIMES AGAINST THE PERSON
Section 43A: Criminal harassment; punishment
Section 43A; (a) Whoever willfully and maliciously engages in a knowing
pattern of conduct or series of acts over a period of time directed at a
specific person, which seriously alarms that person and would cause a
reasonable person to suffer substantial emotional distress, shall be guilty
of the crime of criminal harassment and shall be punished by
imprisonment in a house of correction for not more than 21/2 years or by
a fine of not more than $1,000, or by both such fine and imprisonment;
The conduct or acts described in this paragraph shall include, but not be
limited to, conduct or acts conducted by mail or by use of a telephonic or
telecommunication device or electronic communication device including,
but not limited to, any device that transfers signs, signals, writing,
images, sounds, data or intelligence of any nature transmitted in whole or
in part by a wire, radio, electromagnetic, photo-electronic or photooptical system, including, but not limited to, electronic mail, internet
communications, instant messages or facsimile communications;
(b) Whoever, after having been convicted of the crime of criminal
harassment, commits a second or subsequent such crime, or whoever
commits the crime of criminal harassment having previously been
convicted of a violation of section 43, shall be punished by imprisonment
in a house of correction for not more than two and one-half years or by
imprisonment in the state prison for not more than ten years;”

Documented Existence of These Military, Intelligence,
Criminal Justice Surveillance and Control Technologies:
There is ample evidence through documentation, patents,
whistleblower, and experiencer testimony of the current existence of
(classified and unclassified) deadly EMF and sonic “non-lethal” weapons
of Electronic Warfare, including satellite technologies, aimed at “antipersonnel effects,” by virtue of long development through the Joint
Non-Lethal Weapons Directorate, Department of Defense, in the
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Continental United States of America (“CONUS”);
Several military documents reveal the military's obsession with
understanding the “bio-effects” or “anti-personnel effects” of these
electromagnetic weapons on human bodies through research,
experimentation, and calibration, including Bioeffects of Selected NonLethal Weapons and the USAF Radio Dosimetry Handbook; Detailed
information on the nature and capabilities of electronic weapons in use
today may be found in the investigative reports of Dr; Nick Begich in his
books “The Betrayal of Science, Society, and the Soul”, and “Controlling
the Human Mind: Tools for Political Control”; Satellite usage in
electromagnetic warfare on civilians is detailed in John Fleming's “The
Shocking Menace of Satellite Surveillance”; An ex-DARPA engineer, Paul
Batcho, has confirmed the research of others in revealing that cell
towers and GWEN towers conceal a range of reserved military
frequencies;
Efforts have been made at the level of county government as well as in
Congress and worldwide to address the matter of non-consensual
experimentation , and usage of electromagnetic weapons and RFID
tracking on civilians; These include the Richmond County, CA Ban,
Senator Dennis Kucinich's Space Weapons Act, statements made by the
European Parliament, the Polish Minister of Defense, Congressman
Glenn's testimonial on human subject protections, Representative Jim
Guest's letter (on my website);
As noted earlier, I am aware the Department of Justice and Law
Enforcement are also using various of these remote-access human
control, biometric and neuro surveillance, crowd-control and RFID
tracking technologies, through documented contracts with the
Department of Defense; The US Brain Project and other Neuro/Artificial
Intelligence projects run through Universities in conjunction with
Defense bodies, the CIA, the DIA, the NSA, USAF, US Navy, USMC are all
engaged in c/overt experimentation projects on American soil;
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Given these facts and the indisputable existence today of Electronic
Warfare weaponry (directed-energy weapons or DEWs) seeking “antipersonnel effects”--essentially, the degradation and destruction of
human bodies and human brains, human organs, nerves, muscles, joints,
and systems--with deadly radio frequencies, it is facile in the extreme,
patently false, and supremely criminal for Law Enforcement
professionals to then profess ignorance and actually arrest and commit
to Psychiatry wards those Americans reporting the crimes of
electromagnetic assault on their person—as I have frequently reported
on, in my work as a journalist and human rights advocate assisting
victims of crime; This practice has been ongoing, and is a sad expression
of the state of affairs uptil today;
Currently however, my investigative research and reportage as a
journalist definitively establishes, for all reporting Americans and
Neuro/DEW crime victims worldwide, the existence and usage of these
remote-access human-control RF, Sonic, Scalar, Directed-Energy Neuro
and Bio Weapons, in numerous operational targeting, testing, and
usage scenarios by DOD, DOJ, CIA, FBI, and all the other agencies and
contractors they contract with;
My research and reportage also establishes the existence of over-fourdecades-long undercover and criminal programs of political targeting
and abusing select Americans with electromagnetic weaponry via
satellites and local covert installations;
Those targeted are usually accomplished and intelligent, engaged in civic
endeavor and community participation, targeted for life-takedowns and
community-reputation-destruction—as myself: Americans—who are
moreover charged with no crime, guilty of no crime, secretly
blacklisted, and afforded no Due Process, while being hammered night
and day with deadly, carcinogenic pulsed microwave radiation, active
denial heat technology, covert implantation, chemical weapons, and
neuro/bioweapons; Non-criminals, non-combatants, whistleblowers,
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journalists, activists, and community leaders and influencers are being
targeted & miscast as dangerous: clearly by a criminal faction in
government;

My Work as a Journalist and Human Rights Advocate:
My very public work as a writer, journalist, broadcaster on my video
channels and websites is open for all to see; There is absolutely Nothing
whatsoever in my stance as a critically-thinking and expressive,
thoughtful, analytical op-ed commentator to warrant any hint
whatsoever of activity that could remotely be called concerning, violent,
extremist, terroristic, inciting or provoking of harm to anyone, including
the very perpetrators of these very wrongful crimes against me and
against many others whose cases I have reported on; Make no mistake: I
reserve all rights to think freely, question deeply, research widely, and
write clearly; I also reserve the right to speak and write creatively and
satirically; These are not crimes;
My work as a writer and broadcaster helps expose crime and corruption,
helps support the work of those exposing crime and corruption—as
recently my news panels with UK Police personnel such as Mr; Anthony
Stansfeld, Thames Valley Police and Crime Commissioner, Mr; David
Seaborn Davies, Former Head of Royalty Protection, Scotland Yard, and
retired UK and US police detectives and chiefs Michael Ough, Dave Laity,
Daymond Jones, and Jon Wedger—and helps advance the cause of
human consciousness; I am keen to inform others, educate others, and
help shape the thinking of all towards ethicality, morality, conscience in
my close examination of current-day science and technology—critiques
and insights in fact which would also help all of you in Government
understand better what current-day technology is doing, and help make
a better world for your children and grandchildren;
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My Status as an American and a Living Being and Live-LifeClaimant:
As I have noted in my Public Declaration of Non-Consent, I align myself
with the original jurisdiction of the American Republic and the US
Constitution which protects the innate sovereign rights and freedoms of
all Americans; I am not a member or citizen of any fraudulent US Inc;
corporation which is defrauding the free American people with an
overlay of statutory systems; I am taking all steps to documentedly
establish this fact after having myself been fraudulently deceived during
US passport applications; I have taken steps to take ownership of my
ALL-CAPS-NAME and my daughter's, which I understand is the falseinstrument by which people are being incorporatized and seen as chattel
within US, Inc; and its umbrella British/Vatican corporation, the Crown
Corporation; I have also taken steps to declare myself alive and step out
of archaic notions of Vatican ownership of people-seen-as-lost-at-sea and
dead-at-birth and needing-to-be-towed-by-them by cutting loose from
their Slave Ship with a live-life-claim; as a live-life-claimant, I have
returned to the land in my own canoe, and am standing on soil, no longer
subject to statutory systems but holding firm to Divine Law, Natural Law,
and Common Law: Do No Harm being a central motto; In this, I stand
with the principals of the Purple Thumb Community, who have witnessed
my being-alive, and who stand on the soil of what they name Aotearoha
or the Earth of Love: the soil of the earth everywhere, not subsumed
under Maritime Law, and the soil of living in peace, harmony, community,
caring, conscience and ethics, consciousness and truth, creativity and life;
I reject all use of weapons of any kind on anyone, and stand firm in my
private status as a peace-and-truth-centered writer, educator, and
journalist; The flags (of Peace) used by the Purple Thumb Community
and their founder, Lady-Crown Tutikatuku III, the Crown of the Mauri
Nations include the Aotearoha flag, and the Kotahitanga United Tribes
flag of the indigenous Mauri people; my own live-life-claim is protected
by these flags, as well as the flag I'd like to adopt, the beautiful Great
Flag of Peace of the Iroquois (at head of this document), and the
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diplomatic-immunity pine-tree flag I'm in the process of creating, for Pine
Haven, my domicile, the whenua or embassy of the Mauri Crown in
America; Please note: all of this is to say: I am a living being, an American,
living “in the Private” and Peaceful; Not an “enemy combatant” or
“belligerent” who can be “legally put under surveillance” or “legally
attacked” by anyone, including government organizations and factions
running Asymmetric Warfare on peace-loving, law-abiding Americans
with stealth weapons, and rationalizing their atrocious terrorism by
calling it “Pre-Crime” “Crime Prevention” “Deterrence” or anything else;
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Notice of Liability:
As a living being with a live-life-claim and as an American aligned with the
original jurisdiction of the American Republic and as a peaceful private
suveran inhabitant of Massachusetts, I claim damages for any assault on
my body, my family, or my property by anyone; Currently, my daughter
and husband are also being attacked with remote-access radiation
weapons: my daughter is being hit in the eyes, the head, the ankles—she
recently fell off the front steps and is still limping two weeks later after
being hit in the ankle (clearly by a neighbor, possibly by Breanne M
Higson at 151 Pine Street, directly opposite, or tenants at 147 Pine Street
owned by John Ruane, also opposite, or residents/tenants at 143-145,
owned by Hui Grace Katan, also opposite, or, entirely possibly, by Joseph
and Samantha Mazzeo of 150 Pine Street, next door, who are all involved
in actively using RF & other weapons on me); my husband is being hit in
the knees to apparently cripple him, as well as being hit with
neuroweapons at night: I have witnessed the slurred speech of innervoice and brains being forced out of his mouth at night (clearly by a
neighbor, possibly Joseph Mazzeo right next door at 150 Pine Street,
who is involved in using RF/scalar weapons on me, assaulting him with a
silent neurotechnology whose patent can be found online); This is
profoundly unlawful and criminal;
Those who legalize and permit remote-access assault and battery on me,
my family, and my property by “putting me under surveillance” will be
held liable for their actions and will be required to pay compensation for
damages; My Notice & Fee Schedule for damages is enclosed;
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Cease and Desist:
I ask therefore for you to Cease and Desist and immediately:
1.

Stop the intensive, continuous, illegal, and criminal Spectrum Assault on
my person with deadly pulsed electromagnetic radiation signals from
Electronic Warfare weaponry including sonics, scalar, microwave,
milliwave, and remote-influencing neurotechnology, which has been
directed my way from November 2013 right up to the present date,
February 2021, and which has escalated in recent times, from mid-July
2020 and has been escalating since the time of submission of this joint,
widely-signed (nationally and internationally) Memorandum to President
Trump On the Subject of Torture Running Under Cover of Surveillance in
mid-January 2017, and which is objectively measurable, with meters and
detectors, as directional pulsed EMF (distinct from, and not to be
confused with ambient EMF) on my person, and inside my home;

2.

Stop the criminal pounding of cars, SUVs, mini-vans, trucks, and private
company vans and trucks used in the nonStop electronic surveillance
and tracking of my criminally-and-covertly-implanted person (and I am
aware covert implantation is linked to the covert agencies, such as the
CIA, DIA, and FBI and the DOD/USAF for trafficking into non-consensual
Intel/Military experimentation) up and down my street and surrounding
streets, with loud honking and high acceleration, on a 24/7 basis, ALL
hours of the day, including at midnight, which I have reported to the
Department of Homeland Security and received NO evidence of interest
about;

3.

Stop the criminal constant flyover of helicopters, drones, and small
aircraft directly over my home and yard, or in front of my house at all
hours of the day, including each time I step out into my yard, and
including at midnight and later, when I retire for the night, in a
Guantanamo-style marking of my lights being switched off, as if I were a
high-profile criminal, and as if my house and yard is a Guantanamo-style
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concentration camp—something that has been occurring for YEARS
now, including on earlier dates I drafted this letter, Oct 17, 2017 as well as
right now, this evening, 8 Feb 2021;
4. Stop the outrageously loud hits on my radiator in every room and on the
walls of the house, including at midnight and beyond, a distinct assault
on the senses and nervous system, and clear desire to fog the brain and
keep it from thinking clearly; NOT a measure made for “Public Health”:
noise-assaults destroy health;
While I understand that you, as local government officials, may have merely
opened the door to these extreme attacks on my body and life, you have
also signed off on, sanctioned, and overseen the entire system of
“surveillance” which permits both the public and covert use of these deadly
remote-access weapons on Americans;
While I also understand you have literally permitted contracts to be taken
out on me, offering me up as “test subject” and “target practice” to military
and Intelligence factions, facilitating this 8-year-long program of
brutalization of my body and life, and imagine your contracts have validity
and need to continue, this is a notification to you all that these contracts—
of bodily exploitation and human trafficking, essentially permitting
ongoing electromagnetic rape, sodomy, and remote-radiation heart, brain,
and organ assault—Gang Rape with EMF Weapons really: Profound
atrocities and Crimes Against Humanity--Cannot be permitted to continue
and Must Be Stopped Immediately;
I believe it is clear to all you are indeed legally and statutorily responsible, by
your own statutes and codes, for the crime and torture being executed on
me for 8 years by all the various agencies, military divisions, research and
academic institutions, and private contractors to whom you have unlawfully
granted remote-access to my body and brain (a multitude of networks
(worldwide) of private companies, Universities, and research institutions
studying neural networks, AI, machine learning, and collecting all my data
have cyberhacked in and are evident in IP trace on my PC);
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I am not property of your corporations to be trafficked like this; I am not a
living sacrifice for Satanic rituals and energy harvesting and brain mapping
run by loons in the military and CIA—who instal assassins in the houses
next door; I am not property of any person or corporation even by dint of
their unlawfully covertly implanting me with “Government”
RFID/micro/nano trackers and sensors: these covert implants do not tag
me as anyone's property, they are an atrocious invasion of my bodily
sovereignty, they are foreign objects detrimental to my health, and they
need to be removed;
It is clear the FBI is primarily and heavily involved in the criminal targeting
and human-trafficking of people, under cover of “surveillance; ” It is also
clear that what has been done to me, unlawfully and criminally, against all
international and US human rights law, is extreme infliction of torture, akin
to Satanic Ritual Abuse;
I am in fact in urgent need of true healthcare, and the services of ethical
radiologists and surgeons to scan, isolate, and remove all tracking RFIDs
and Bio-MEMs used in these human-trafficking and electromagnetic-gangrape activities via covert implantation in my 8-year-long targeted,
mutilated, disfigured, assaulted body and brain;
For all the reasons delineated in this letter, I hope you will immediately take
steps to remove me from your unlawful listings and watchlistings, to start
operating forthwith with ethicality, conscience, and awareness of human
rights, and to ensure that all the many contractors you have employed here
cease and desist immediately from their unlawful and criminal assaults on
my body, life, family, domicile, and neighborhood;
Please do not hesitate to consult with me further on any aspect of this
notification; Please let me know also by return mail that you have received
this notification and will abide by its request; I may be reached via email at
“ramolad@everydayconcerned.net”;
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I look forward to the complete termination of all assaults on my body, life,
family, domicile, and neighborhood; Thank you in advance for your
immediate positive actions to restore peace and harmony to my life, my
neighborhood, Quincy, and Massachusetts;
All that I have stated herein is true;
Sincerely,
Ramola D
:Ramola-grace-sundari: Dharmaraj
:Live-life-claim: #RE562401183US
: Earth-territory/:Pine-haven-suv’eran-charter & Land[Embassy]; Postalcorpo-ration-file number/~RPP4463800094002672441606
:Enclosed:
:~1: Courtesy Notice, Terms and Conditions, Schedule A
:~2: Suveran-Witness (notary)
:~3: Public Declaration of Non-Consent
:~4: World Notice of Crimes Against Humanity Using Neuro and Bio
Weapons/Article 7 of the Rome Statute
:~5: Public Notice: The Remote Access of Human Beings is a Crime
Against Humanity

:Year 2021; on the 41st day (Feb 10, 2021); of the 14th hour of daylight;
End.
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